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The MTA Conductor exam is coming in the next couple of months and everyone is looking for the test book to study.
The Library does carry civil service exam books, and you can read a more general post on civil service exams.

New York, NY I needed a couple of test books for some upcoming exams. They told me one exam booklet
they did not have. But it was coming in Friday and might be possible for sale Monday yea rite. Like I am
gonna depend on that lingo for a business sale you must be kidding. I mean they did have one book that didnt
need to be ordered online. But I ordered the other book that was greatly needed online. And got it on Friday
the same day they said they were expecting delivery no muss no fuss without leaving home. This is the bare
minimum civil service book store, dont be like me and procrastinate on getting test material. They are so
cheap here that the bags they use to carry your purchase in is postal envelopes which are free. Thats sad real
sad. I remember when this Shop was on Worth Street. The customer service is not the best. The store primarily
sells the green civil service prep Passbooks from the National Learning Corp. In fact, NLC copies the
questions verbatim from these old exams. The Library has file cabinets of civil service test questions that were
used before the s for a number of civil service exams. Otherwise, focus on reading high quality articles and
books and practicing math questions from a good math textbook to prepare. I understand exam books sell out
quickly. I understand that he no doubt has other customers and items to attend to, and does not have alot of
time. I do NOT understand having to be rude over the phone. I asked simple, general questions. There was no
need for an attitude, esp. Now, I am told they have sold out and I have to wait another week. It is not good
business to piss off a potential customer. As far as civil service books go, they only have the green Passbooks,
which are pretty much useless. You can get much better books for far cheaper than the Passbooks. If you
really need it, get it online. Customer service is horrible. The lady who pick up the call or gave horrible
attitude over the phone when I ask simple question about the operation hours and whether the bookstore are
selling certain books. Can somebody fire this unprofessional person? She was so mean, having zero patient
and make customer feel stupid. This store accepts cash only, and "all sales are final, no exchange, no refund.
Prior to purchasing, do yourself a favor and go on National Learning Corporation website to find out about the
pricing and compare where you can get a fair or better deal. Do not take it personally. This store as everything.
Even when you late on Getting your study literature For exams This is the kind of book shop I go ga-ga for.
The windows are foggy. Books, books, and nothing else but books. There are no crowds. And no damn digital
crap anywhere. This is THEE place to go to for all of your city exam, study materials. Very helpful staff as
well. Not "if" but "when. They sell sci-fi novels too. I just called by phone to get an information about a book
for the upcoming civil service exam. The lady on the phone was terribly rude: I have never ever experienced
such a harsh conversation for my 20 years in US. She said that the book will be probably in store on
Wednesday and I asked her to repeat the day. I need the book but I choose not to go and better to buy on-line
whatever I need. I feel so humiliated after this conversation. I want to let others know that the people run this
store are dishonest people. When I went home and took a closer look and found out the book is full of obvious
errors. I returned to the bookstore the next day and told them the issue. She knows she is selling outdated
books that are of no use for exams. The store only takes cash of course, because there would be a ton of credit
card disputes if they take credit cards. The old lady that handles the register has got the worst attitude when
asking her a question. Went back the next day, and neither of the staff even remembers me despite the fact that
I had even called and put this book on hold before coming in and speaking with them for 5 mins. Old lady tells
me why should they even take the book back. Mid aged lady tells me how could I mistaken the book title she
could clearly see the difference from where she is standing. Remind you all civil service exam books are
exactly the same illustration with just a different title in the front. Both of the woman in there antagonize me
about picking up the wrong book. I had a really hard time just exchanging the book for the correct one. They
wont even consider a return and give you a hell of a hard time just to exchange. Civil Service Book Shop This
business has been claimed by the owner or a representative. Learn more 12 reviews.
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2: Study guides for MTA Exams - Transit Employment - NYC Transit Forums
The MTA Conductor Exam is a pre-employment tests that all applicants for subway conductor jobs at the MTA must
take. A passing grade is 70% and higher. The test includes questions on the following topics and more.

I got hired in June of 07 off the second open competitive exam that they gave. You took the third. For starters ,
as for the hiring process. You took the open competitive exam. The MTA must promote in house first
conductors , etc. The MTA just went through a 2 year hiring blitz for motormen , there has been classes of up
to 80 motormen going through every couple of months non stop since They had a shortage of motormen and
wanted to get to the level they needed. I hope you read your score slip wrong , and did better. Now , as for
qualifications if they do call you: You will start like everyone else not knowing anything , and they will teach
you. You will take a drug test , and they will disqualify you without hesitation if anything pops up. Next , you
will fill out a 20 page booklet on your background , as well as undergo an FBI fingerprint and background
inverstigation. You will be disqualified if: You will take a full , comprehensive medical exam. That would tie
up service , which is a big no-no If you are overweight the doctor will take you in a private room to perform
various exercises to confirm you are fit enough to climb on and off the front of the train , which you will do a
lot on the job. Your first week of school car will basically be an orientation to the MTA. Your first day will
probably be at the HQ on Livingston street , then from then on you will report for schooling at the MTA
training center , a converted former public school building near Bay 25th street on the D line in Bensonhurst ,
Brooklyn. If you live in Bay Ridge , picking the A division makes no sense , for obvious reasons if you look at
the map. The reasons for the disparity is in the B division my division you have to learn to operate about 10
types of trains , and in the A , only two , plus the B division has more lines and yards you have to post. The
next two weeks or so will be classroom instruction. This is where you will earn your living , knowing how to
properly stop the train. Taking propulsion is a piece of cake , stopping the train properly is what the job is all
about. Again , you only get one shot at it. You also must pass 4 practical exams which are hands on exams
where a Superintendent will supervise you doing the following on 4 separate days spread throughout the
course If you fail the first time but came close he or she can let you re-test in the afternoon , once. Some
trainees come in thinking that the job must be a piece of cake. Our training program is thorough and no joke ,
and the trainers do not play games. And you probably will get that boot. Yard jobs are the toughest part of the
job. While on probation you can be terminated by the MTA for any reason they see fit with the exception of
anything already protected by federal , state and local laws the same things which apply to all jobs in the
country. My record is spotless , never had an incident This is known as the dreaded extra extra list. You can be
assigned to work a line in passenger service , work in a yard , be assigned to switching duty at a terminal
basically you put trains in and out of service as the dispatcher needs. You can also be assigned to the extra
board which you will either love or hate. Basically that means you report for work and wait for a job to open
up somewhere in the system. After that it will get progressively easier and better each year until you retire. I
hope I answered all your questions. Best of luck , hope you get hired and we see you down here one day. Last
edited by MotormanMike; at
3: Mta Conductor Exam
Online shopping from a great selection at Books Store.

4: MTA NYC Transit Conductor Exam? | Yahoo Answers
DESCRIPTIONS: Brand New Train Operator Exam Practice Test Passbook Questions and Answers Workbook. * Spiral
Bound Workbook: Each book is 8 1/2" x 11" in paperback (plastic bound) and lies flat for ease of use.
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Mta Conductor Exam - www.enganchecubano.com is the right place for every Ebook Files. We have millions index of
Ebook Files urls from around the world.

6: Is there a study guide for nyc mta conductor exam # ? | Yahoo Answers
It isn't really geared that much toward the MTA Conductor's exam, but it does have some questions about the New York
subway lines. IMO you can probably lookup some general algebra and reading comprehension questions and would be
fine.

7: Train Operator, C - National Learning Corporation
Find best value and selection for your MTA Conductor Study Guide Exam search on eBay. World's leading marketplace.

8: T/O # Hiring Process - Transit Employment - NYC Transit Forums
Study guides for MTA Exams. MTA NYCTA Subway Conductor: Just a quick note: I studied the arco book for the bus
operator exam. It was nothing like the test.

9: Mta Conductor Exam
Visit the Exam Archives to review the last available Notice of Examination (NOE) for a title. This information is for
informational purposes only. This information is for informational purposes only.
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